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Gouty Inflammation Confused With Septic Arthritis

Ataque agudo de gota sospechoso de artritis infecciosa
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Fig. 1. Longitudinal section of the right fifth metacarpal head. A mass of soft tissue is seen in contact with the cortical bone (narrow arrows) and cortical erosion (thick arrow) with a soft-tissue mass in the core of the metacarpal bone.

A 65-year-old woman came to the emergency department for continuous pain and swelling at the ulnar dorsal margin of the right fifth metacarpophalangeal joint which had lasted 4 days. The patient had no other signs in the rest of the joints of the hands or the rest of the skeleton.

At the onset of symptoms, the patient went to her family physician, who prescribed antibiotics, but after noting no improvement, decided to visit the emergency room. Upon interrogation she reported no known diseases or history of trauma, nor had fever. In the absence of history and because of the monoarticular involvement, the emergency room doctor decided to rule out an infectious origin, requesting an ultrasound guided arthrocentesis for microbiology analysis.

The ultrasound showed no effusion, but found a soft tissue injury, partially defined, and heterogeneous echotexture with hypechoic areas. The tumor was in contact with the cortical bone of the metacarpal, which remained intact, except for an area where we observed a marked erosion, with a soft tissue lesion projecting into the medullary cavity (Fig. 1). Given the ultrasonography findings, X-rays were analyzed, confirming increased periarticular soft tissues, with very high density, accompanied by erosion of the metacarpal head, which as a hallmark had a sclerotic margin (Fig. 2). These sonographic and radiographic findings indicated
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periarticular tophi associated with bone erosion. The ultrasound-guided arthrocentesis of the tophus showed a dense whitish material that under polarized light microscopy was identified as monosodium urate crystals (Fig. 3).

During the initial clinical examination, gout was not considered because the involvement of the hand is not usual (more often it occurs feet-first on the metatarsophalangeal-tarsal area followed by ankles and knees) and because the patient did not present any of the conditions (alcoholism, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, renal disease or diuretic use) frequently associated with gout. In addition, in Emergency departments, infectious arthritis is considered as the prototype of acute monoarticular disease versus other common diseases such as gout, which typically is characterized by recurrent attacks of monoarthritis.1–3
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